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Abstract

The goal of this project is to investigate a circuit for generating 80V in a bulk CMOS tech

nology. This voltage is needed for powering a micromachined electrostatic actuator, and it

must be generated from a 5V supply. Although inductive circuits are the most power effi

cient, the application requires a monolithic solution, which limits circuit selection to

switched-capacitor or charge-pump types. The Dickson charge pump is chosen for imple

mentation.

A test circuit consisting of a two-stage Dickson charge pump has been fabricated in a stan

dard 2^Lm n-well CMOS process. Ideally, such a circuit boosts the input voltage by up to

two clock swings; practical devices and parasitics lower the voltage somewhat. A cascaded

string of these stages of diodes andcapacitors is requiredto attainhigher voltages. Because

true diodes are unavailable, the blocking device used is a PMOS transistor in an n-well,

shunted by a parasitic substratebipolarwith substantial leakage current.

Measurement results show that the two-stage charge pump functions with input voltages up

to VCV=73V, which results in V0U1<=%QV. Theunloaded {louT=Q) voltage boost provided

by the two-stagecircuitover the input is measured to be 7.2V for input voltages from 0V

to 73V. The leakage current from the parasitic bipolar, however, coupled with the finite

outputimpedance of the circuit, limits theactual performance when stages are cascaded, in

terms of current drive, output impedance, and attainable output voltage. However, 80V

seems to be anachievablegoal within the bulk CMOS technology, ata cost of addedcircuit

area.

In orderto make a higher performance circuit to meet the goals of this project, the device

leakage may be circumvented by various techniques, or perhaps an IC technology such as

silicon-on-insulator could provide a technological solution.
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1 Introduction

1.1. Application

In the field of magnetic data storage, data density increases constantly and rapidly, driven

by a seemingly unbounded consumer demand for more storage capacity, and the more

recent popularity of portablecomputing platforms. One proposal for the next generation of

hard disk drives is projected to feature databit density an order of magnitude higher than

that oftoday's state ofthe art (~lGbit/in2) drives [1]. Assuming atwofold increase inelec

trical system bandwidth, this implies a track pitch of approximately 25ktpi, as compared

to 5ktpi in present-day advanced drives. Whereas present drives utilize servo bandwidths

of approximately 500 to 600Hz for positioning the recording head, achieving 25ktpi will

require a servo bandwidth of about 2.5kHz. At such frequencies, conventional single-stage

arm actuation is insufficient. The bandwidth requirement can be met with a two-stage actu

atorthat adds a fine-positioning stage for the recording head to supplement the coarse arm

positioning provided by a conventional voice coil.

The desire forhigh speed, small size, and batch manufacturability hasled to the choice of

a microfabricated motor for the second-stage actuator, and existing fabrication technology

is compatible with electrostatic actuation. The present system design (Figure 1-1) places

the microactuatorbetween the suspension andthe slider, permitting the slider to move over

several track widths [1]. The microactuatorpresently being fabricated (Figure 1-2) is actu

ally a circular comb drive, with a single set of rotors interdigitated with two sets of stators.

The two stators are biased at +40V and -40V, and the rotor is controlled by a signal with

up to 25kHz bandwidth, to achieve an overall 2.5kHz loop bandwidth for the combined

electrical and mechanical system. This differential voltage connection scheme allows a

first-order linear force vs. voltage relationship.

1
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Figure 1-1. Disk drive arm.

This schematic closeup of the disk drive arm shows how the microactuatorchip is placed
between the suspension and the slider,which contains the magnetic read/writehead [1].

Power to the micromotor must be provided by anIC the same size (lmm x 2mm now, lmm

x lmm within 5 years) as the motor chip. Because of the impracticality of routing high-

voltage lines down the disk drive arm,the power supply circuit must also provide DC-DC

conversion from a nominal 5V or 3.3V (2.2V within 5 years) to the required +/-40V, or 0-

80V [1].

1.2. Performance Requirements

The motor presents a variable capacitive load (Figure 1-3) to the drive circuit, with a max

imum value of 8pF, including parasitics. The frequency of25kHz results in a charging time

of 20fis, which combined with the 40V swing implies a continuous charging current of

16\iA. This is the minimum current which must be applied to the motor to meet the full-

amplitude bandwidth requirement. In terms ofoutputresistance of the high-voltage supply,

the 25kHz frequency specification into the 8pFloadcorresponds to anoutputresistance of

800ka
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Figure 1-2. Rotary Microactuator

Micrograph courtesy of Dr. Long-Sheng Fan, IBM Almaden Research Center [2].
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1.3. Thesis Organization

This thesis consists of six chapters.Chapter2 discusses the availablecircuit types for volt

age conversion.Chapter3 deals with the implementation of the chosencircuitand explains

technology issues. In Chapter 4 test results and measurements are shown. Chapter 5 out

lines possible directions for future work, and Chapter 6 summarizes this study.



2 Circuit Topology

2.1. Overview

There are basically two broad circuit types available for stepping voltage up, determined

by whether or not inductive devices are used. Inductive circuits generally make use of

inductors as current sources for charging capacitors above the supply rail voltage, or use

mutual inductance to boost AC voltages before rectification and capacitive filtering. Purely

capacitive circuits are based on redistribution of charge among various capacitors, and treat

the capacitors as temporary voltage sources while switching their terminal connections.

2.2. Inductive Circuits

With the advent of thin-film monolithic inductors [3] and transformers [4], previously

unattainable inductive circuits may be integrated onto the same substrates as the devices or

circuits being powered. These developments promise gains in power density and efficiency

compared to purely capacitive circuits, and higher integration and smaller size relative to

discrete implementation, all at the expense of higher process complexity. Unfortunately,

these magnetic devices are still unavailable outside of research laboratories.

2.2.1. Inductive Boost

For higher power discrete dc-dc conversion applications, the inductive boost circuit is

often most attractive because of its high power density and efficiency, typically better than

95% [3]. One such circuit, the direct upconverter, is shown in Figure 2-1. In the high-fre

quency operation typically seen in practice, the input inductor approximates a current

source which charges the output capacitor, and allows it to behave roughly as a voltage

source even as it is drained by the output load.
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Figure 2-1. Direct Upconverter Circuit

When the switch, in this case a MOSEET, is operatedwith a duty cycle D, the output volt
age is given by VQUT = l/(l-D)-V^.

2.2.2. Mutual Inductance

A simpler but possibly less energy-efficient method of conversion is voltage transforma

tion followed by rectification, which is also widely used in discrete power supplies, but

heretofore unseen in ICs. The same fundamental technology used for thin-film inductors

may be used to fabricate similar transformers, which will multiply an input clock voltage

(or two differential clocks) by the turns ratio [4]. The resulting high-voltage AC signal may

then be rectified to supply a DC rail, as can be seen in the simplified schematic of Figure 2-

2.

UN
VOUT

^ :
VCLK

Figure 2-2. Simple Transformer-Rectifier Circuit

The transformer turns ratio Nprovides a voltage gain such that VQ UT = N •VCLK - VD.

2.3. Switched Capacitor

In a switched-capacitor circuit, the switch frequency is generally high enough that the

capacitor may be considered as a voltage source. Alternating between combinations of



series and parallel connections allows different rational voltage conversion ratios to be

achieved. An example of such a circuit is shown in Figure 2-3. In this circuit, the switches

A '(s 'is is is

i i v i
COUT

VOVT

RLOAD

Figure 2-3. Switched-Capacitor Circuit from [5]

are connected to two non-overlapping clock phases. In phase 1, the capacitors C are con

nected in parallel, and are all charged to Vj^. In phase 2, the same capacitors are switched

to be in series with V/^, and Vqut^^ becomes 5Vj^.

2.4. Charge Pump

The diode-capacitor voltage multiplier, or chargepump, is one of the simplest methods for

generating higher voltages from lower supplies. These circuits are purely capacitive,

wherein one or more AC "clock" signals is generated and then fed into a circuit consisting

of capacitors and diodes. In general, the diodes allow charge to flow only one way, from

input to output or vice versa, hence allowing the output voltage to be much higher in mag

nitude than the input voltage.

For the given application, this seemed to be the most viable circuit option because of

implementation considerations. The magnetic devices arenot readily available yet, and the

switched capacitor circuits require high switch control voltages while not offering any

advantage in terms of area over the charge pump. The area of the circuit is inversely pro

portional to capacitance in both cases.



2.4.1. Dickson vs. Cockcroft-Walton

An early (ca. 1930) physicists' tool for generatingvery high voltages, still in use today [6],

is the Cockcroft-Walton voltage multiplier [7]. Shown in Figure 2-4, it is an interconnec-

-I I- c ±:cs c ±:cs c ±:cs c ±.c,
T II T II T ilJC-d ^ot/r

OJf

Figure 2-4. Cockcroft-Walton Voltage Multiplier

tion of diodes and series storage capacitors which provides, ideally, an output voltage

Equation2-1. V0UT = VIN-VD + N- [VCLK-VD]

whereN is the number of stages, Vp is the diode turn-on voltage, and Vqlk is me dock

swing. In reality, the straycapacitance C$ limits thevoltage contributed by eachstage,and

this effect compounds geometrically into multiple stages:

N + \

Equation2-2. V0UT =VIN- VD +(VCLK- VD) •r *_r
where

C
Equation 2-3. r = c+cs

and so

Equation 2-4. VOUT - VIN -VD +(VCLK -VD)-£-

for large N.



In the discrete implementations for which the circuit was originally intended, these para

sitics could be rendered negligible by using suitably large values of storage capacitor C.

When constructed on monolithic substratesthe effect dramatically worsens because of the

substantial bottom-platecontribution to Cs, andso it is typically difficult to generate volt

ages of more than twice the clock voltage [8], Therefore the Cockcroft-Walton circuit is

not suitable for this application.

The newer Dickson multiplier circuit presented in [8], Figure 2-5, provides an alternate

ssss ss/s s/ss ssss ssss ssss ssss ssss ssss

_^/~< ^^-s~> —L-/~< .^L./-' ^^_s-i *^—/~> _^_/"< _Ls-< ^^—/~>

VOUT

Figure 2-5. Dickson Voltage Multiplier

topology which ideally performs the same as the Cockcroft-Walton charge pump. In real

ity, however, the circuit is far less sensitive to stray capacitances, as these parasitics only

divide into the per-stagevoltage gain once, without the compounding evident in the Cock

croft-Walton case:

Equation 2-5. V0UT = VIN - VD + N • (r • VCLK - VD).

This circuit is commonly used in such IC applications as high-voltage supplies for

EEPROMs and RS-232 drivers. Its one disadvantage relative to the older circuit is that

capacitors in the later stagesmust handlevoltages up to the output voltage. This would be

a major shortcoming in the discrete case, with V0UTm the kilovolts; it is less of a consid

eration in lower-voltage IC implementations.

2.4.2. Operation

In the Dickson multiplier, each stage dictates the minimum voltage for the following stage

by means of the intermediate diode. For instance, ideally, the first diode holds a minimum



cathode voltage of (Vjjy - VD), the following diode holds a minimum cathode voltage of

(Vcr^D+^cur^b)* m& so on- Each clock swing causes a boost of (rVciz" Vd) yo^its at

alternate nodes, andmakes available amaximum charge of CirV&K - Vd) coulombs. This

results in amaximum available current of C(rVC£j^ - Vj)jfcLK» which whendivided by the

output voltage of N{rVClK - ^b) results in anoutput resistance of NICfciK [8]. The quan

titative circuit behavior is summarized in Chapter 4.

10



3 Circuit Design

3.1. Overview

There were two IC processes available to fabricate circuits for this application. One was

the 2pm n-well "baseline" CMOS process available in the Berkeley Microlab, and the

other was an experimental sub-micron thin-film fully-depleted CMOS SOI process made

available through the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (HKUST). The

former is a very common technology, similar to many of the older, commercially available

ones from established foundries, while the latter represents the state of the art in process

design for high-speed digital circuits.

3.2. Bulk CMOS

In bulk CMOS, the common substratecan only provide junction isolation for separation of

individual devices. Assuming an n-well process, the p-substrate must be connected to the

lowest potential, and all devices must have junctions which will face this connection.

Hence, for a Dickson charge pump, the last device in the chain must have a junction which

will withstand a reverse bias potential of Vout> ^ me omer devices will see lower-mag

nitude potentials relative to the substrate. The source/draindoping levels for a typical 5V

CMOS process are so high that breakdown voltages are usually in the 20V range. There

fore the obvious method of diode-connecting substrate devices is ruled out, even without

considering the body effect problem discussed in [9].

Several test devices and circuits were fabricated in the Berkeley Microlab 2^tm baseline

CMOS run. One device is a "floating diode," actually a bipolar transistor, as described in

[10] and shown in Figure 3-1. The second device (Figure 3-2) is a compound one which

consists of a diode-connected PMOS in parallelwith the intrinsic substrate bipolar transis-

11
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Figure 3-1. Substrate Bipolar Transistor

This is the substrate bipolar transistor provided by the n-well in schematic process (left)
and electrical (right) form. The "floating diode" of interest is the E-B junction.

anode

v

cathode

n-well

p-substrate

anode cathode

Figure 3-2. Compound PMOS and Bipolar Device

This device consists of the substrate bipolar transistor with the base-emitter junction
shunted by a diode-connected PMOS. The PMOS actually functions as a bipolar in the
subthreshold region of operation.

tor. This bipolar is comprised of the source, well, and substrate areas as emitter, base, and

collector, respectively. Test circuits (Figure 3-3, Figure 3-3) consisting of two-stage Dick

son charge pumps were fabricated using each device.

Table 3-1 summarizes the characteristics of the Microlab process, and the expected circuit

performance is quantified and summarized in Chapter 4. Because of area constraints on the

test chip, circuits were limited to two-stage charge pumps. Storage capacitors C were

chosen to be nominally 2pF, and PMOS device sizes were chosen such that the parasitic

12
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4.4-8.9V
-TL

C^T
0-5V

8.3-12.7V V0OT~12V

Vcur
5-OV

C0W

Figure 3-3. Electrical Schematic of Two-Stage Dickson Charge Pump Circuit

This test circuit is a Dickson voltage multiplier with two stages. The output voltage is
given by Equation 2-5 with N=2.

Figure 3-4. Layout of Two-Stage Charge Pump Circuit

The circuitlayout for the test circuit, with PMOS/BJTdevice, as drawn in Magic.
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Layer Thickness Impurity Concentration

p-type substrate 1.3x10" cm"3

n- well diffusion 3.4um 1016cm"3

p-channel V^ diffusion 0.2um 1.3xl016cm'3

p+ source/drain diffusion 0.5um lO^cm"3

n-channel V^ diffusion 0.5um 14xl016cm"3

n+ source/drain diffusion 0.7um 3xl020cm-3

gate oxide 0.03um

poly1-substrate oxide 0.65-0.7um

poly2-polyl oxide 0.2um

Table 3-1. Topical parameters for 2um Microlab baseline CMOS process,

capacitance Cs was approximately 10-20% of C. This resultedin PMOSFETs with W/L =

20nm/3|im. The device length was chosen so that punchthrough would not be a factor at

Vclk=5V, which results in a maximum possible VDS of 10V.

3.3. Silicon on Insulator

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) CMOS has been a niche technology, as its fabrication cost is

still considerably higher than that of bulk CMOS. The intrinsic device isolation is

extremely beneficial in applications in which ultimate speed or radiation hardness are of

importance; SOI is often an ideal alternative in these cases. However, in spite of its poten

tially simpler, and hence cheaper, fabricationprocess [11],SOI does not compete with bulk

CMOS in most mainstream applications. Nonetheless, the natural oxide and air isolation

afforded by the technology lends itself well to voltage conversion circuits.

Because all devices on SOI are isolated by air and/or oxide, floating diodes are naturally

available, either in diode or MOSFET form. For these devices, the main consideration in

SOI technology is device breakdown voltage, as opposed to device-substrate breakdown

voltage. The diodes must handle twice the clock voltage, which may be a problem for

MOSFETs with thin gate oxides and/or drain regions.Also, lateral diodes must have a low-

doped intermediate region to handle any appreciable clock voltages. This low-doped

region adds parasitic resistance and capacitance to the circuit, which can influence circuit

behavior.

14



Charge pump circuits for+/-40Vgeneration were fabricated in the Hong Kong University

of Science andTechnology, but were unavailable for testing.
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4 Measurements and Analysis

4.1. Overview

The test circuit, comprising two stages, can only boost the input voltage by twice the clock

voltage in the ideal case, andin practice will provideless thanthat.Therefore, for the appli

cation at hand, multiple identical stages will have to be cascaded in order to provide the

necessary 80V level. There are questions of measurement concerning output voltage,

output impedance, and the feasibility of cascading devices in the presence of the parasitic

bipolar device.

This chapter gives an equivalent circuit for the chargepump, and explains quantitative cir

cuit operation. The measurement methods are given. Expected results are calculated, and

these arethen comparedto measuredperformance. The chapter concludeswith ananalysis

of whether the stated goal of 80V can be achieved with this circuit in this technology.

4.2. Equivalent Circuit

A derivation of the Dickson voltage multiplier's (Figure 4-2) behavioris provided in [8].

In it, thecircuit is found to beequivalent to avoltage source AV'(unloaded) (yalue given by

Equation 4-3) relative to the input voltage, in serieswith anunknown variable output resis

tance Rout (typically in the MQ range). There is an actual output capacitor C0ur as well.

Rout lowers the measured Your when the output node is subject to a load current. The

values of these equivalent parameters depend in turn on other, actual, circuit parameters,

as discussed in "Equations" on page 17.The equivalent schematic of the circuit to be mea

sured is shown in Figure 4-1.

16



AM(unloaded)
VOUT(itnloaded) = VBt +^(unloaded)

7777 7777

Figure 4-1. Equivalent schematic of circuit under test

Because of the equivalent output impedances (kft to GO.) presented by the circuit, nor

mally negligible input impedances of the test equipment, e.g. oscilloscopes and voltmeters,

are significant, and will cause errors in measurement. Therefore these impedances have to

be considered in measurement.

4.3. Equations

A two-stage Dickson charge pump (Figure 4-2) consists ofN=2 stages, each consisting of

V/AP5V

D;l

4.4-8.9V
JT-

JT_

VCLK
0-5V

8.3-12.7V Vour\2W

ir

V'CLK
5-OV

Figure 4-2. Schematic of two-stage Dickson charge pump.

a node capacitance (C+Q) and a diode with diode turn-on voltage Vp. Each stage is fed a

clock with amplitude VCLK.

According to [8], the unloaded output voltage for the charge pump and its equivalent cir

cuit (Figure 4-1) is

17



Equation 4-1. Voununloaded) = VM - VD +N •[r •VCLK - VD],

whereVD is the diodeturn-on voltage, N represents thenumber of stages, Vqlk *s me dock

swing, and

Equation 4-2. r =

Equation 4-4. Rout =

C + Cs

The output voltage in the presence of load current is

Equations. VOUT{loaded) =VIN-VD +N- [r- VCLK-Vz>-(C/£J/CLJ'
which, when compared to Equation 4-1, results in an equivalent output resistance

N

(C+ CS)fCLK
Fromthese equations, it appears that the voltagedrop introduced by the /^^tenn is only

evident when thereis aload current/^^present atthe outputof the circuit However, even

with no external resistive load or current path at the output, the reverse leakage currents of

the devices, from each stage to the preceding one, will constitute a loss. This must be com

pensated by charging of the node capacitance (C+Cs) at the clock frequency fax* md

therefore will contribute to the /a^term in Equation 4-3.

In addition to reverse leakage across the blocking devices, there may be leakage to sub

strate. Unlike reverse leakage, which may be modelled as an output current with a linear

effect on output voltage, substrate leakage has a compounding effect on output voltage:

earlier stages must supply, while incurring a loss, the current which later stages lose.

Therefore the voltage loss is nonlinear, and becomes worse as more stages areadded.

4.4. Calculated Values

From Equation 4-1, diode turn-on voltage Vj> andcapacitive division ratio r areneeded in

order to predict AV'(unloaded) °f meDickson charge pump. These factors depend onprocess

technology as well as circuit layout.

18



4.4.1. Bulk CMOS Voltage Multiplier

The diode turn-on voltage Vp is equal to -Vq^bem this implementation (Figure 4-3). Its

value depends on the level of current involved in charging and discharging the capacitors.

Because of the presence of the parasitic substrate bipolar, proper operation requires that

^GS^BE(on)* or approximately 0.7V. Above this level, most current entering the source/

emitter node ("anode") is shunted to the substrate, and unavailable for charging the load,

or subsequent stages. Hence this gives an upper bound for the value of Vp.

An expanded view of the device layout is shown in Figure 4-3, with calculated values for

cathode

anode cathode (well)

I ~Y~CSBr^fF | n-well (1016 cm"3)
| CWEII=300fF p.sub (1015 puj-3)

Figure 4-3. Schematicand parasitic capacitances of diode-connected PMOS in n-well.

the various capacitances under 5V reversejunction bias. The junction capacitances C^^n

and CSB are calculated assuming abrupt junctions, so the actual values will be somewhat

lower. The predicted parasitic capacitancecontributed to C$at each node is then equal to

approximately 400fF for the worst case, and in practice should be less than that

The coupling capacitors C (Figure 4-2) used in the circuit have bottom plates connected to

the clock drivers, and top plates connected to the diodes. As such, coupling capacitor con

tribution to the total stray capacitance is minimal compared to device contribution.

19



Given these pessimistic values ofVrj=0.7V and r=0.83, the value of&V(unloaded) predicted

by Equation 4-1 is 6.2V.

Table 4-1. Calculated (pessimistic)circuit parameters.

VD
0.7V

r/Cs

0.83/0.4pF
^(unloaded)

6.2V

&V(ideal)
2VCIZ=10V

4.5. Measurement Methods

4.5.1. Output Voltage and Output Resistance

The output resistanceRout g*ven by Equation4-4 is expectedto be as high as 9GQ in the

case of /c/j£=100Hz. Typical oscilloscope and multimeter input resistances of 10M& are

insufficient for direct measurement of output voltage V0uT(unloaded)y smce me current

drawn into the 10M£2 load through the 9GQ Rout would swamp out any output voltage

present. The HP 4145B parameter analyzer, however, provides an input impedance of

approximately 1012£2, which allows direct output voltage measurement even from these

considerable output impedances. The circuit input and output currentIjnand /^^can also

be swept through a range of values, which allows an assessment of the I-V characteristics

of the circuit under loaded conditions.

The I-V method is illustrated in the schematic of Figure 4-4. Current source Iourls swept

lBi

+ j Vjff charge pump

to ~0UT^(unloaded)

7777 7777 7777

Figure 4-4. Measuring Vow vs- /ow with the HP 4145B.

VOUT

througha range of values,and voltagesourceVj^is steppedfrom 0V to 70V. V^^and 1^

20



are measured. Because these are direct measurements, their accuracies depend directly on

the resolution of the associatedequipment In the case of the HP 4145B, current resolution

of lpA is possible, and the voltage is accurateto lmV.

4.5.2. Charge Pump Parameters

Once &V(unloaded)has been measured, Equation 4-1 gives arelationship between the diode

turn-on voltage VD and capacitive division ratio r. Measuring different values of

^(unloaded) by usmg different values of VCLK should allow calculation ofVD and r.

4.6. Measured Values

The fabricated circuit and test device were measured on a Wentworth probe station.

4.6.1. Unloaded Output Voltage, Bulk CMOS

Unloaded output voltage vs. clock frequency isplotted inFigure 4-5, where VCLK=5V. The

visibly lowered V0ur below around /CLK=10kHz are a result of leakage current into

increasing values ofRout- The lines connect points calculated from Equation 4-3 based on

a reverse leakage of2nA, which matches well with both measured voltage V0ur aswell as

measured device leakage. Therefore the individual device reverse leakage corresponds

well to circuit leakage.

4.6.2. Loaded Output Voltage, Bulk CMOS

When the output is resistively loaded, the current draw results in a lowered V0ur ascom

pared to the unloaded case, due to the significant output impedance presented by the cir

cuit Loaded voltage gain (V0ur- Vin) with different values of input voltage V^is shown

in Figure 4-6. In the range ofinput voltages shown (0-70V), there is very little difference

in the output voltage referenced to the input voltage. In fact, output voltage Vqut " ^IN
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Figure 4-5. Unloaded VoUTysfciK^or Dickson voltage multiplier in bulk CMOS

^cu^V, V/apOV,5V Points are measured data; linesare calculated based ondeviceleak
age of 2nA.
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Figure 4-6. Measured output voltage Vqut ~^JN vs- A^l/T

% vs. low*™ %.=0V,40V,70V, and/Cix=10kHz,100kHzflMHz.

3e-06

actually increases slightly with increasing V/^, due to decreased parasitic depletion capac

itances at highervoltages. Measured vs. calculated values of Rout are given in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Calculated and measured output impedance

fCLK

calculated Rout

measured Rout

10kHz

85MH

85Mtt

100kHz

8.5Mft

9.7MQ

1MHz

0.85M&

2.4MH

As can be seen, measured output impedance deviates from calculated values more asfcuc

increases, due to the higher current levels involved, which will be discussed later.

4.6.3. Extracted Charge Pump Parameters

Since Equation 4-1 with N=2 gives the unloaded output voltage for this circuit, there are

still two unknowns, capacitive ratio r and diode turn-on voltage V/> These can be calcu

lated for the actual circuit by using two values for Vqlk> which will result in two equations
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for the two unknown variables. With \rour(unloaded)=i^2V for Vczj^V, *uid

Vourfimloadedf^S f°r ^cu^V*me calculated values are VD=0.4V and r=0.85. Thevalue

of r results in an extracted parasitic capacitance C$=0.35pF. These parameters are summa

rized in Table 4-3.

Table 4-3. Calculated and measured circuit parameters.

parameter

calculated value

measured value

VD
0.7V

0.4V

r/cs vOUT(unloaded)
0.83/0.4pF

0.85/0.35pF

6.2V

7.2V

4.6.4. Substrate Current Leakage

Current leakage to the substrate can be accountedfor by the measurement of Ijn for given

Iour®^ Vow- IlN vs- Iqutis shownin Figure4-7.The worst-case leakageoccursfor an

1.4e-06
Im vs. I0UT

1.2e-06

le-06

8e-07 •

6e-07 -

4e-07 .

2e-07 .

Figure 4-7. Ij^vs. /p^for different values of VIN.

input voltage Vpy=70V, which can be bounded by the expression
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Equation 4-5. lw = 135IOUT + 2nA.

Leakage is ata maximum atthis highest inputvoltage because of the Early effect present

in the parasitic substratebipolartransistors, which causes collector (i.e., substrate)current

to increase withincreasing magnitudes of VCE.

4.7. Analysis of Results

The primary question is whether, given the substantial substrateleakage, the goals of 80V

output and 25kHz bandwidth can be achieved with the chosen circuit and blocking device

in the chosen bulk CMOS technology. As mentioned previously in Section 4.3. on page 17,

each stage must supply the current lost by all the following stages, which causes a voltage

drop within each stage, as described by the expression for VouT(U>aded) m Equation 4-3.

Combining with Equation 4-5, this gives a geometric series expression for the final

^VoUTdmloaded)*

Equation 4-6. ZVommaoaded) =N•V'oununloaded) - InA•RQUT
N + 1

1.35-1.35 N

o.352 °-35;

with iv=number of stages, and Rout given by Equation 4-2. Figure 4-8 shows the extrap

olated 2VouT(unloaded) as a function of number of stages N for/c/j£=100kHz. As can be

seen, cascading 24stages results in?*VouT(unloaded)=7W> just under thestated goal. This

result is actually somewhat pessimistic, since the analysis includes the third, rectifying,

diode (D3 in Figure 4-2) in the two-stagecharge pump. That is, the cascaded chargepump

does not require the filtering diode to be present in every third stage, since it simply serves

to filter the voltage ripple at the output. The diode drop has a measured value of 0.4V, as

listed in Table 4-3. Over 12 two-stage circuits (N=24), the presence ofthe diode after every

two stages represents aloss of 4.4V in achivable output voltage *EVoUT(unloadedy

There is a voltage penalty to pay for the presence of substrate leakage current, since the

unloaded two-stage voltage V0uT(unloaded)was measured to be 7.2V. The ideal (no leak

age) ZVouT(unloaded) f°r ^ two-stage circuits is then 86.4V, compared to theextrapolated

79V when leakage is considered. In cascading 12 two-stage circuits, then, there is a net loss

of 7.4V, or just over the contribution of two stages.
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Figure 4-8. Extrapolated charge pump output voltage vs. number of stages N.

Current leakage also presents a penalty in terms of current drive and output impedance.

Output current is lessened directly by the amount of leakage, and so output impedance is

increased proportionally.This effect can be seen in Figure4-6, where, for/c/jf=lMHz, the

outputimpedance becomes much less linear than for the cases /Cjj£=10kHz,100kHz. This

nonlinearity is a manifestation of the currentleakageeffects into higher current levels. In

Table 4-2, the measured output impedance Rout °f me /C/j^=lMHz can be seen to be

much greater than the calculated value. For the application, a total (for the 80V charge

pump) Rout°f approximately IMC1 is required,which translates into a two-stage (assum

ing 24 stages total) /?Oyj=401di. So the circuitas designed does not meet the bandwidth

requirements, and current leakage makes measured performance poorer.

In all, the substrate current leakage in the bulk CMOS technology used results in lowered

current drive, lowered output voltage, and increased output impedance, which may be
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compensated for with increased circuit area. Larger devices and capacitors would allow

higher currentlevels in the presence of leakage.
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5 Future Work

5.1. Overview

This research presents a method of generating a fixed high voltage from a lower-voltage

rail. Practical systems, however, will require some form of modulationof the high-voltage

signal. Also, in present bulk CMOS form, the circuit sinks substantialcurrent into the sub

strate when providing unloaded (IouT=®) output voltage, and will sink more for finite

output currents.The increased currentloss will result in lowered output voltage, and hence

an apparent increase in output resistance into higher current loads. This section will

attempt to provide some ideas for solving these problems.

5.2. Modulation Schemes

With a fixed clock voltage Vqix applied, the charge pump provides a fixed voltage Vout

with a finite output impedance Rout- ^ orc^er t0 De useful for driving loads such as the

electrostatic motor, however, the output must be controllable by some external signal.

Given a finite load resistance, the output voltage could be varied either by changing the

output resistanceRour> e8> DV varying fax, or by changingthe load resistance.

The load resistance might be changed by turning on a high-voltage device attached to the

output, as shown in Figure 5-1. Suitable high-voltage devices are presented in [12,13,14].

These devices, with maximum Vp5 approaching the well-substrate breakdownvoltage, can

be transparently fabricated in conventional bulk CMOS processes, similar to the Microlab

one used.

Alternatively, the output resistance Rout could be modulated by changing the supplied

fcLK*or °y turning a single-frequency clock signal on and off.
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OUT(unloaded)

7777

charge pump

*control O-J
(o-sv)^ hur

Figure 5-1. Output voltage modulation using high-voltage bulk CMOS.

A more complex modulationcircuit is presented in [15]. Shown in Figure 5-2, it consists

Vm
(0-5V)

o—*

MP1MP2

MN1*

TL
i i
voltage mirror

H>

Vddh (supplied by chargepump)

MT1 M'P2

M'Nl*

r

level shifter

*i

SH

n

MP3*

VOUT

_J | CLOAD
MN3* ~~

1_

Figure 5-2. HVCMOS modulation circuit as presented in [15].

Asterisks (*) denote specially laid out high-voltage devices.

of alevelshifter which provides thecorrect low-voltage swing (0to 5V for NMOS, VDDh

to Vddh-W for PMOS) at the gates of the high-voltage devices. Signal SH swings down

from VDDH, and SL swings up from ground. These complementary, but level-shifted, sig

nals provide individual turn-on for the high-voltage PMOS and NMOS devices, respec

tively. Thus this circuit provides current drive, through MP3 or MN3, either to the high-
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voltage supply VDDH or to GND, while being controlled by a low-voltage (0-5V) signal

Vm-

S3. Higher Efficiency

In the bulk CMOS charge pump circuit, as discussed in Chapter 4, the substrate bipolar

sinks a substantial amount of current which serves only to lower the available outputvolt

age. Worse yet, the effect compounds geometrically. The reason thebipolar is activeis that

the diode-connected PMOSFET has a body, the n-well, which is connected to the FETs

gateand drain node. This connectioncanbe avoided, along with the parasitic bipolaroper

ation, if the n-well is instead connected to a higherpotential. In longer cascades of stages,

such voltages areavailable from subsequenthigher-voltage stages. In this case the bipolar

actionwould no longer be anissue, except for the ultimateand penultimatedevices. There

would be no compounding of current loss, which would be a net gain.This solution, how

ever, requires the source/drain-to-well junctions to withstand reverse voltages of 4 times

the per-stage gain, which may be a problem. Also, start-upconditions may be a problem,

as forward-biased junctions may prevent desired circuit operation.

One negative aspect to the solution presentedabove is the fact that, since VSB is now non

zero and negative, the body effect will raise the PMOS threshold voltage, which will sub

tract directly from the per-stage voltage gain. This effect in turn may be mitigated by a

solution analogous to the one presented in [16], in which voltage loss (in an NMOS charge

pump) due to body effect is compensated by connecting gates to higher voltages in the

chain.
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6 Conclusion

The application requires that 80V be generated from a 5V supply rail. The work presented

has shown that it should be possible to achieve 80V from a charge pump circuit powered

by 5V clocks within a standard bulk CMOS process. The design as shown has drawbacks

in terms of current drive capability because of parasitic device leakage, but the voltage

level required should be feasible. There are solutions in terms of circuit area and device

layout which will ameliorate the problem somewhat, but they bring some drawbacks as

well, which in turn may be dealt with. Another possibility is the use of silicon-on-insulator

technology, which would eliminate many of the problems encountered.
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